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Abstract 
Here we present a Galerkin collocation method for the solution of first kind boundary integral equations with 
logarithmic kernel as principal part. By using piecewise constant trial functions with uniform meshes, we discover the 
phenomenon of superconvergence at midpoints for the numerical solution. We shall prove this result in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
A large class of two-dimensional, both exterior and interior, elliptic boundary value 
problems can be reduced to systems of integral equations of the first kind with a logarithmic 
principal part on the boundary curves r by using the fundamental solution. Such integral 
equations are found in many applications. The collocation method is a frequently used technique 
for the numerical treatment of these integral equations of the first kind because of its easy 
implementation (see e.g. [4, 9, 11-141). On the other hand, Galerkin’s method with finite elements 
on r as trial functions has also been used for solving these equations [S-S]. Our Galerkin 
collocation method is a combination of both methods. We shall use it to solve the following 
problem on a closed boundary l7 
Find 4 in the space i?- “‘(ZJ such that 
4% PI = (e, PI,, v P E lk 1’2(r). (1.1) 
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Here u. is a given real regular function 0,” r, (. , -),- denotes the scalar product in L2(r), and the 
symmetric bilinear form a is coercive in H- l”(r) A {p E H- ‘l”(r); (p, l)r = 0} defined by 
where do(x) denotes the arc length at the point x or. 
Under these hypotheses, the Lax-Milgram theorem ensures the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of (1.1). For the Galerkin collocation method for this problem, the finite element used is 
the piecewise constant functions on a grid of mesh size h. 
In the present paper, we introduce a method similar to that used by Hsiao et al. The essence of 
this method is to adapt the scheme of collocation to the Galerkin method with finite elements 
which provides high accuracy and fast convergence. This effect hinges upon two facts, the strong 
ellipticity of the integral equations and the fact that the principal part of the integral operator as 
a pseudodifferential operator exhibits a convolutional character. Therefore, we can split the 
integral operator into two parts, a principal part with logarithmic kernel in a standard form and 
a remaining part with smooth kernel. 
In Section 2, we describe our Galerkin collocation method for the problem (1.1). The classical 
asymptotic error analysis is given in this same section; this includes consistency and stability of our 
scheme. In Section 3 we indicate how to compute the weights A(i, j, 1, m) appearing in the principal 
part of the integral equations. 
We prove then the superconvergence result for the approximate solution at midpoints; this is the 
object of Section 4. Our numerical results of some experiments are presented in Section 5. As we 
shall see, the numerical results are in excellent agreement with our error analysis. 
2. The Galerkin collocation method 
In this section we describe our method for the computational solution of the integral equation 
(1.1) and establish a classical error analysis. 
The actual solution of (1.1) will be approximated by finite elements on the curve r. To this end 
functions on r are identified with 2n-periodic functions and r has a regular parametrization. 
Hence, r is given in the form 
x = x(0), e E [0,27X], x(0) = x(27& 
satisfying 
a(0) = lx’(B)I > 0, 
with a a smooth function. 
We divide then the interval [0,27c] into 12 equidistant subintervals, n E N, i.e., 8, = B. + kh with 
h = 27-c/n. To these values &(l d k < n), we associate the points Ak = x(0,) (we have A, = A,). Let 
rk be the arc Ak_ 1 Ak, (1 < k < n), and l(r,) its length, For discretization, we now introduce the 
following spaces: 
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and 
CI = {Ph E v,; (Ph? I), = O}, 
where n,(0) denotes the set of polynomials of degree inferior or equal to m in 
The Galerkin collocation method approximates the solution 4 of (1.1) by qh E 
us to consider the problem: 
Find qh E fi,, such that 
tohis paper. 
Vh. This conducts 
(2.1) 
For solving this equation, we define a base of fib by using the following trial functions: 
i 
1 
- 
Vi(X) = l(ri) 
for x E Ti, 
0 elsewhere. 
This leads us to solve a linear system whose coefficients are 
1 1 0, 01 
bij = -4n Z(ri) Z(rj) Bi_, s s NM@ - xb)12@> dcp)dedv 8,~, 
for 1 d i,j d n and 
1 8 
di = lCri) -s 
~&4Q))~(~)d~. 
fji_, 
We split bij in the form 
1 1 
“j = -G l(r,)l(rj) lJ 
(b!?’ + b!!‘) 
‘J ’ 
with 
here the remaining kernel function Log 1(x(e) - x(q))/(8 - (p)12 can be extended by Log1 x’(0) I2 for 
6’ = CJJ and, hence, to a smooth kernel for all 8 and CP. For calculation of big) as well as for the 
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coefficients di, we use the midpoint rule. This leads us to the formulas 
“b!?) = u I h2P(oi- l/29 Oj- l/2) Log x(ei- l/2) - x(ej- l/2) ’ Oi- l/2 - oj- l/2 if i#j, h2P(ei- l/27 Oi- l/2) Loi? lx’Cei- lj2)12 for i = j, (2.2) 
& = &%tx(Bi- l/2)latei- l/2), (2.3) 
1 
where 8i- r/2 = i(Oi- 1 + Oi) is the midpoint of the interval (Oi_ 1, Oi), 6@’ and d”i denote the approx- 
imate values of b$” and di, respectively. 
Remark. In (2.2), the quantity &- 1,2 - ej_l,2 is replaced by -27r + Oi-1/2 - @j-r,2 if i > $n + j 
and 27~ + 0i_1j2 - Oj--1,2 if j > in + i. 
To calculate bij), we use Taylor’s expansion of the function p at (ei_ r12, Oj_ rj2). This formula is 
written as 
where 
oi oj 
A(i, j, 1, m) = 
s s 
(8 - Oi- Ijz)‘(q - Oj- I,2)m Lode - cp)” de dq 
oi_l o,_, 
0 d l,m,l+ m < 2. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
The computation of the integrals A(i, j, 1, m) will be given in the next section. 
Lemma 2.1. With &formulas given in (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
lb!?’ - g!?)I < Ch4 1J v 3 
Jb$) - @)I G Ch5(Loghl, 1 < i, j d II, 
Idi - &I < Ch2. 
Proof. Since the midpoint rule is exact for the polynomials of degree one, we deduce easily the first 
and last inequalities. 
The second estimate follows from the inequality 
oj oj 
s s 
Log@ - ‘p)2dOdq G Ch2(Loghl, 1 G i,j < ~1. 0 
oi_l ojel 
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For q~, = XI= I AiVi and oh = cr= 1 PitIi, we introduce the notations 
%(~,YPA = i: AP-jEij> 
i,j= 1 
(%7Ph)h = i Pizi7 
i=l 
with 
This conducts us to solve the problem: 
Find &, E fib such that 
%(&I, Ph) = (uo, Ph)h> 
The following lemma is 
kfp* E P*. 
an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
Lemma 2.2. For qh and &, in V,,, we have the following error estimate: 
(2.6) 
Lemma 2.3. The problem (2.6) is coercive in the space fi, ifh is small enough, and therefore it admits 
one and only one solution. 
Proof. U$ng Lemma 2.2, the coercivity of a(. , .) and an inverse inequality, we get, with A > 0 for 
anyphE vhp 
~AP,,P& 2 a(Ph,~h) - Ch211p&~ 2 (A - Wlp/&qr~; 
therefore, the bilinear form ah is coercive if h is small enough. ??
Theorem 2.4. Let q be the solution of problem (1.1) and & be the unique solution of the approximate 
problem (2.6). We have 
II4 - akN-~ < C{hl-tJ(qllHl(,-J + ,I-‘}, - + d t d 0. 
3. The computation of the integrals A(i, j, 1, m) 
In this section we discuss our method for computing the integrals A(i, j, 1, m). These integrals are 
defined by 
t& 89, 
A(i, j, 1, m) = 
s s 
(0 - O~-I/Z)’ (CP - @j-l/2)“LOg(8 - ~)~dedq 
en-I ej-1 
forO<l,m,l+m<2. 
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Setting 
112 
s s 
112 
&(i,j, k) = s’t’Log(k + s - Q2 dsdt 
- l/2 - 112 
and 
112 s s 112 Al GJ, 4 = - l/2 -t/2 
we obtain 
A(i,j,Z,m) = h’+“+2 
and, if i # j, 
s’tmdsdt + &(l,wt,i -j) 
I 
, 
112 
A(i, j, 1, m) = h’+m+2 Log(i - j)2 h2 s s 112 s’tmdsdt + A1(l,m,i -j) . - l/2 - l/2 1 
We shall use the first formula if Ii - jl d 1 and the second if (i - jl > 2. We remark that, for 
a = O,l, 
: 
U&j, -k) = Mj, i, k), if i + j is even, 
M&j, k) = 
- A,(i,j, -k) = - A,(j, i, k), otherwise. 
Direct computations give 
&(O,O,0) = -3, &(2,0,0) = -$, A,(l,l,O) = -+, 
Ao(O,O, 1) = 4Log2 - 3, A&O, 1) = 
2(1 - Log2) 
3 ) 
Al(2,0,1) = Log2 - 6, Ao(l, 1,l) = 
8Log2-5 
24 . 
In order to obtain the values of A, (i, j, k) for k > 2 we use the formula 
Log(l +!$)+-;(~>2+ . . . +,_1,+1;(5$~+ . ..) 
which gives 
Al(O,Qk) = -fl l(l + 1):21 + l)$l7 
A1(l,Oyk) =,E1 (E + 1)(21! 1)(21+ l)& 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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A,(2,O,k) 
1 
= - f I=1 Z(21 + 3)(21 -t 4) [ 1+ 1 2 (21 + 1)(2Z + 2) 1 1 k21’ 
Ar(l,l,k) = - f 
1 1 I=1 1(21+3)(21+4) [ -- 1 1 2 (2Z+ 1)(21+2) 1 k2” 
These formulas allow to compute easily the values of A1 to the desired accuracy. 
7 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
4. Study of superc~nvergence 
In Section 2, we have seen that the numerical solution & approximates q at the order h with 
respect to the L2-norm. In this section, we shall prove a result of superconvergence for solution &, 
of problem (2.6) at midpoints 8!_ , ,z, (1 < i < n). Introducing the operator ph defined by 
(Pf&)(@) = 4(@i- 1,2.), if 8 E (@i- I,&), (4.1) 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let q be the sorption of problem (1.1) nnd qh, & be the unique solutions of the problems 
(2.1), (2.6) respectively. We have 
llqk - f’hq!Iw) d Ch2 (without numerical integration), 
I/& - P@III Lz(r) < Ch2 / Log h 1 (with numerical integration). 
To prove this theorem, we introduce some notations. 
Wh = {ph E L’(r); vi, Phlri E nl(@)). 
Let 7th and sh denote the projectors onto V, and onto IV,, respectively, with respect to the L2-norm. 
We choose a point @_ 112 E (Si- 1, St) such that f,,(@ - Si*_ 112) de(x) = 0, i.e., 
s @i Oa(B)dB si*_ l/2 = R-1 
lfri) * 
Remark. The operators q, 
(4.2) 
and sh have the following properties _ ,_ 
(4 tw) VT- ~2) = bw) tOi*_ lj2), f&i E ff- ‘V); 
(b) on each arc Ti, we have 
(M)(tf) = (%a)(@- X,2) + (8 - P- r,2M 
with 
4 (0) (0 - @- 1,~) do(x) 
q; = s r; 
(0 - b$+- 1,2)2 do(x) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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Then we introduce T,, the projector from H - liz (r) onto t,, defined by The E tk for e E H- r”(T) 
and satisfying 
@?,A = a(e,p,), ‘Oh E k (4.5) 
Lemma 4.2. For e E L2(r), we have 11 ThejlLZcrj < Cllel(LZ(rjS 
Proof. We split a function e E H-““(r) in the form 
e = b + A(1 - cp), 
with Z E k ‘I2 r, I = i,e(x)d~(x)/l(T) and cp E k ( ) ‘12(r) being the solution of the problem 
a(q,p) = a&p), vp E +/2(r). 
By definition of the operator Th, we obtain 
O”~~,P~) = @,p,) = a(; + A(1 - (P),P~) 
= a(%~,) = G&P& ‘dp, E k, 
so that The = T& To prove the result of lemma, we shall establish the estimate 
II T2ll L2(r) d Cllell~~(~). We have 
a(T@ - Z&I,,) = a@ - nhZ,ph), Vph E ch, 
by setting ph = T,Z - n$? E flh and by the coerciveness of a, we obtain 
IIT$ - ~,,~((H-~~yr~ d CIIE - n,$l(H-~/zcrJ d Ch1’211ZjILz(rj; 
thus 
It is easy to see that (IP,,q - rc,,q((LZ(rJ d Ch’. In order to prove Theorem 4.1, we shall prove in 
a first step the estimate IIxhq - qh\lLyrj B Ch2 and in a second step to estimate 
\I& - qhIb(r) < Ch2(Logh). 
First step. We do not consider the error due to the numerical integration. 
Under this hypothesis, we have 
thus 
u(nhq - qh, Ph) = u(nhq - 4, Ph) 
= a(nhq - shq,ph) + +hq - &Ph) 
= a(nhq - shq,ph) + 0(h5’2)(lPhllH-“2(r), (4.6) 
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because of 
&zq - 4YPh) G CII%lq - ~llH-l~Z(r)llPhllH-l~~cr, 
d ~~5’211~ll~~(r)IIPhll~-~~~cr,. 
We introduce the function qt defined by 
&lri = S/&j(@- l/Z) + (0 - Qi- I/2)q’(e). 
Let el, ei E f,, such that VP,, E ?,,, 
&kPh) = a(%lq - qhXJ%), 
@h2,Ph) = a(& - Shq&JP 
Lemma 4.3. For qX dejned in (4.7), we have 
I/w - dllm G Ch211~llrw-,~ 
Proof. From (4.3) and (4.7), we have 
0%&l - 4hXllh 
n 
= 
zs ( 
C f3 - V- 1,2M - (6 - Qi- 1,2kI’(Q)12 dW 
i=l $ 
n 
= 
cs 
CC0 - QT- I,2) (4: - d(@) - (@- 1,2 - k- I,2M(Q)12 W-4 
i=l r, 
G 2 i 
s 
[(S - Oiy_ 1,2)2 (4: - q’(@)2 + (&+T 1,2 - 8i- &q’(e)“] da(x). 
i=l $ 
From (4.2) and (4.4) we deduce 
s 
(0 - e:- 1,2)2 d+)(q: - 4’(t)) 
C 
= s (4(e) - de 112 ) - q’(t) (e - ef_ 1,2)) (0 - of- 1,2) d4 ri 
= ss 8 (q’(s) - 4w (e - e:_ 4 ds Wx); ri e:-1,2 
therefore, for t E [Si- 1, oil, 
Iqf - q’(t)1 6 h1’211d’ll~~~r,~~ 
On the other hand, 
I&+- l/2 - Oi-l/2[ < Ch2, 
and this achieves our proof. 0 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
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Lemma 4.4. We have the estimate 
I17-chq - qh - e,j IIL2(,-) < Ch2, with C dependent on (Jql(H~(rj. 
Proof. From (4.6), we obtain 
a(nhq - qh - eh’ - eh2,Ph) = 0(h5’2)llPhllH-~~2(r), 
by setting Ph = q&j - qh - e: - ei E Ph, we have 
/Iq,q - qh - et - ehZIIH-l:2u-) < Ch5’2, with C dependent on Ilql\H~cr,; 
thus, 
IInhq - qh - eh’ - eh” ll~~(i-) < Ch2, 
we deduce 
Ilxhq - qh - eh' /b(r) < Il&?(r) + Ch2. 
From (4.9), we have ei = Th(qz - shq), by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, we obtain the lemma. IJ 
We turn now to the estimate of ei. From (4.8), we have 
a(eh’, Ph) 
1 
ss 4Tt r I- 
cnhq - &!?(@Ph(dLogkd8) -'+P)\2~(~b(4')d~‘k' 
=& 
j 
rPh((Pb(d i: j" (0 - ei-,,,)qf(8)a(B)Loglx(e) -X(q)12dQdq. 
i=l Oi_, 
By integration by parts, we have 
s 
R 
(0 - ei-r,2)q’(Q)a(QLoglx(@ - x(q)12de 
01-1 
1 e, =- 
2 s 
(ei - @)(e - ei-,)Cs’(e>a(e)3’LogIx(8) - 4d12d~ 
or-1 
(The last integral is taken in the sense of Cauchy’s principal value if cp E (Oi- 1, 0,)s) 
Let the functions u,, and vh be defined by 
u lr, = _Cei - we - ei-l)C4'(@c((@1' 
h 1 
we 
> 
vhlri = (ei - e)(e - ei_l) -G 
1 
q’(e)a(e). 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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It is clear that 
iiUhIIL’(T) < Ch2, C dependent on ()qllH~(rJ. 
By use of (4.10), (4.11), we obtain 
a(ehl, Ph) 
Let r E k 1’2(r) such that 
with 
s(cp) = J 4(@(Q) (‘(‘) - ‘(q), x’(e)) d(j r ,x((q _ x(q)l2 
because of 
J (x(@ - X(cp)> x’(W r Ix(Q) - xbPP)12 d0 = 0, in the sense of Cauchy’s p.v. 
Using that the integrand of s(q) is regular, we obtain Y E L2(r) and 
llrll L*(r) d WIIHV) G Cll41lH~(r,. 
Set ez = ei - Thuh - h2T,r E fk, we have 
llelf IILW < lleh3lh-) + CWAW + h211&~~d. 
By using (4.12), we obtain 
ll4IL~~~~ d l14/I~~~r~ + Ch2, 
11 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Lemma 4.5. We have the estimate 
lleh3/l~2cr) < Ch2, with C dependent on IlqJIH~(,-). 
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Proof. By definition of ez, we have 
then 
ni2 
ajj f c (aj+k,j + uj-k,j) 7 
k=l 1 (4.15) 
with 
Uij = (si_8)(8_8i_~)-~ b(8,q)dedq, 1 b(B3 Cp)= 4’(@ u(e) (cP) b(e) - ~(44 xv)) Ix(e) _ x(rp~12 * 
q being regular, we can split b(8,q) in the form 
where b, is bounded in C1(R2). 
From the relations is_, [(e, - 0) (0 - Bi- 1) - #z2] de = 0 and (ei - 0) (0 - Bi- 1) - #z2 
= Ah2 - (6’ - Bi_ 1,2)2, we obtain 
oi oi h2 
Uij = s s [ Bi_, %j-l E - (0 - Oi- 1j2)2 1 “b,Fr2 de dq + 0(h5) & 0, = 9’(ej- Ij2b(ej- ~2)~ s s & h2 - (0 - &- 1,2)2 de dq ei_, oj_, 0-q 
oi 0, 
+ (q’a”)‘(@j- 112) s s [I$ h2 - (0 - ei- 1~2)~l b - @j- 112) 0-q de dq @,-I @j-I 
with 
+ rij + O(h5), 
fJi 
Yij = s s ‘j &h’ - (e - ei- 1j2j2 (q - ej- 1/2J2 (4ra2)fr(@)dedq 0-q 2 , et-1 @,-I 
where @ is between q and Bj_ Ij2. 
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We can write 
with 
i 
’ - (Q - 8i- 1j2)2 
4te) = 12 
if 0 E (0i- 1, ei), 
h otherwise, 
Pj(cP) = 
By use of 
if $D E (Oj_ I, ej), 
otherwise, 
lyijl d lla~//~Z(W)llR(Bj~ll~2(IW)~ 
here ~(p~)(@ = J m (/I?j(c~~)/(q - 19))dq is Hilbert’s transformation of flj, and satisfies 
IIR(Pj)ll L’(R) ~hPjllL2@!)~ 
we deduce 
JrijJ < Ch5. 
By a change of variables, we obtain 
aij = h3(q’a2)(oj-,,2)gl(i -j) + h4(q’E2)‘(ej-l,2)g2(i -j) + O(h5), 
with 
112 
s s 
112 
91(x) = 
i+s2 dsdt, 
-l/2 -1/2x + s - t 
112 
g2(-4 = s i 1’2 (h - s2N dsdt - l/2 _,,2x+s-t . 
We have 
gl( -x) = -gl(x), in particular gl(0) = 0 
g2(-4 = 92(x), 
Ix4g2(x)I d c; 
thus 
lajjl d Ch4, 
(4.16) 
nl2 n/2 
kz:, t”j + kj + aj-k,j) < Ch4 C $ + Cnh5 < Ch4. 
k=l 
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Coming back to (4.15) we deduce 
a(eh3,PtJ G Ch4 i IPh(Qj-1/2)1 G Ch311PAlLzcr, d Ch5’211PAlH~l/Z(~), 
j= 1 
so that 
From an inverse inequality, we prove the lemma. 0 
By Lemma 4.4 and (4.14), we have 
llw - coals G Ch2; 
thus 
lla - f’~~lh~cr, < Ch2. (4.17) 
Second step. We now consider the problem (2.6) which includes the error due to the numerical 
integration. 
From (2.1) and (2.6), we have 
&(%I - qh> Ph) = &h, Ph) - ahkh, &I) + (%Y Ph)h - (% Ph)r. (4.18) 
For the estimate of the difference (u,,, ph)h - (u,,, ph)T, we have 
(%T Ph)h - (UC% PhII- 
n 
0, 
= 
EL 
uo(oi- 1/2)Ph(ei- l/2)~(~i- 1/2)h - 
s 
%(@Pd@(@d~ 
i=l @,-I 1 
= ei$I $(%a)‘.(q- l/2)Ph(ei- 112) + i 0(h5)IPh(oi- l/d 
i=l 
= -g ,$ 1” (U~a)“(~i- l/dPh(4d@ + 0(h4)llP~ll~~~~~ 
r-l tImI 
Let w E I?‘!‘(r) be the solution of problem 
1 (%I 4”(@ 
4YP) = -2 
s 
p(O)do(x), ‘v’p E fi- ‘12(r) 
I- 44 
and wh E fib be the solution of 
a(%,!+~) = d%Ph), VPh E k 
it follows that 
wEH’(r), v’tER,andw,= T,,W. 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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We deduce 
aA% - qh - h2whsh) = ~(G,P,) - G(GPIJ 
+ h2Ca(wh,P,J - 4~~41 + W4)ll~~ll~~m, 
by Lemma 2.2, we have 
I+MJ - Q(w~>P/JI d ~~211~~ll~~~r~lI~~ll~~~~~ 
d ~~211~llL~~r~ll~hlIL~~~~ (by Lemma 4.2) 
d Ch3’211pA-w-~, 
thus 
aA, - qh - h2wh,P,J = Q(cI,,P,,) - a,,(qh,P,J + 0(h7’2)lIPhllH~~~~(~). 
On the other hand, 
+I,> Ph) - %(4h,Ph) = a(P,qYP/l) - %(QM%) 
+ &I - p,q, Ph) - Gz(qh - p&I, P/z), 
by Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
a(q!l, Ph) - %(4JVPh) = @&I-G) - GI(P&P,) 
+ W2)llqh - P~qll~~cr,IIPhll~~cr,, 
from (4.17), we have 
&,,A - a&,,p,) = a(P,q>p,) - aG,q,p,J + 0(h7’2)lIPhIIH-~~2(r), 
therefore 
~&?h - qh - h2w,,> P/J = Q’,q,p/J - a#,q, P/J + 0(h7’2)llp~ll~-~~2(r), 
by setting 
where b$‘), h$‘) and b!f), Elf) are given in Section 2. 
We have 
a(P,q, Ph) - QI(P& Ph) = (a - QJ(o) (P,% Ph) + (a - %P (PGI> Ph), 
it follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
I@ - a,)“‘(&~, 14 d a3 I Log hl Il~~~ll~~cr,II~~ll~~~~~ 
d Ch5’21Loghlll~~ll~-~~~cr,, 
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thus, 
@I(& - qh - h%dh) = (a - d”‘(Ph%pd + 0(h5’21Loghl)llPhllH-‘i2(r). 
To estimate the quantity (a - u#‘)(P~c&P~), we use the expression 
6 @i 
b!?’ - E!?) = 
‘.l v 
J J 
Cm cp) - F(@i- l/29 oj- 1,211 dedq, 
ei_, ejpl 
with 
and 13, C+I are chosen such that lei - ejl < n. By use of 
F(@, cp) - FCei- 112, ej- ~2) 
3 ’ = C-L 1=1 l! (0 - f$- l/2)7$ + (Cp - Hi,,2)$ 1 ’ F(@i- l/2, Oj- l/2) + 0th4), 
we obtain 
$” - ai:) = ; 
0, @j 
J J [ 
(6 
Biml oj_, 
- Bi- 1,2)2$ + (q - Qj- 1,2J2 f$ 1 
x (Qi- 112, Qj- 1,2) d0dq + 0(h6) 
= % AF(&- 1,2,8j- 112) + 0(h6), 
thus 
(a - ‘&I)(~) cph% ph) 
:6L i AWi- =-- 112, ej- l/2) (phd cei- 1/2)Ph(6j- l/2) 
t,j- 1 
+ 0(h4)((~h4/(LZ(r)(lPhl(L’(r)* 
Set 
we have 
(4.2 1) 
m(Bj- l/&(Oj- 112) - h 5 AF(oi- 1/2, oj- l&d&- 1/d = W2) + O(h). 
i=l 
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Remark. The term O(h) comes from the difference of possible determination of 8 if Bi - 0, = rr. 
We deduce 
(a - Q)(O) (P/I&P/l) 
= -2 ,J$ z(Qj- 1/2)Ph(@j- l/2)a(0j- l/2) + o(h3)llPhlIL2(r) 
J-1 
= _- ,“Q, s r(@Ph(@d+) + 0(h5’21LoghI)llp~llH-~~~~~), I- 
Let zh E ?h be the solution of problem 
1 
%(%,Ph) = -G(r,!&r vph E fib* (4.22) 
We have 
&(&I - qh - h2Wh - h2%Ph) = 0(h5’21LoghollPhllH-“2(T), 
this implies 
II&, - qh - h2Wh - h2ZhI(p,Z(j-) < Ch5’21LoghI, 
therefore 
ligh - qhiiI?(I-) < Ch2)Loghl. 
Combining this result with (4.17), we obtain 
IIphq - ~hllL2(T) < Ch21LoghI. 
This achieves our proof of the result of superconvergence for numerical solution &, at midpoints 
Qi-1,2(1 < i d n)* 0 
Remark. To obtain the estimate II&, - qh(jLZ(r) < Ch , 2 it suffices to expand the function p till the 
terms of third degree in the numerical computation of b$j). 
5. Some numerical results 
To illustrate our numerical procedures given in Section 2 and the result of superconvergence, we 
now consider the following problems. 
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In the following examples, we introduce E, which denotes the maximum of the error on the 
solution q at the midpoints, i.e., 
Example 1. We choose Q the open ball with center 0 and radius 1; the potential function onto r is 
given by 
f&X1,X~) = x: - x;, V(x,,xz) E r. 
After some computation, we have 
&,x2) = 4(x? - x22). 
n &I Log, @n/&J 
8 6.98 x 10-l 1.86 
16 1.92 x 10-l 1.95 
32 4.96 x lo-’ 1.98 
64 1.26 x lo- 2 1.97 
128 3.22 x 1O-3 1.81 
256 9.19 x 1o-4 
Example 2. The boundary curve r is an ellipse 
x(0) = (Rcos8, sin@ 
and 
%(X1, x2) = 2, ~(Xl, x2) E r. 
By Joukowski’s transformation, we obtain 
x1 
R2[x:IR4 + x;]"" ~hX2)E r. 
n &I Lw2W&n) (R = 2) 
8 3.32 x 10-l 1.59 
16 1.10 x 10-l 2.09 
32 2.58 x lo- 2 2.13 
64 5.89 x 1O-3 2.04 
128 1.43 x lo- 3 1.61 
256 4.68 x 1O-4 
Example 3. The curve r is chosen as in the previous example, but the function u. is given by 
uo (x1, x2) = x: - xt, V(x,, x2) E r, 
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the exact solution of the corresponding integral equation is 
19 
4(%X2) = 
(R + 1)2 
R[xf/R4 + ~221~'~ 
n -%I Log2WEd (R = 2) 
8 1.04 x loo 1.68 
16 3.25 x 10-l 2.07 
32 7.73 x 1o-2 2.06 
64 1.85 x 1O-2 2.00 
128 4.61 x 1O-3 1.92 
256 1.22 x 1o-3 
The values of the quantity Log2(E,/E2,) in the previous examples show that the experimental order 
is in good agreement with the theoretical result. 
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